
Charlesworth Challenge Week 3 

1. Scales of training 

Rhythm - The horse works in ‘its’ own free swing tempo - 4 beat walk, 2 beat trot, 3 beat canter. 

Suppleness - muscles have tone, free from resistance. Joints are loose - no tension. 

Contact - to be light, even and elastic. 

Impulsion - the controlled power of the horse. 

Straightness - hind leg steps into the track of the front leg both on straight lines and corners. 

Collection - hind leg steps under the body and as it does this the weight is transferred backwards developing 

the carrying power of the hind quarters. 

 

2. &  

3. Leg yield - the most simple lateral movement. Ride straight up the ¾ line, ask with your inside leg for the 

horse to step forwards and sideways into an even contact. Travelling on a diagonal line with shoulders 

slightly ahead of ¼’s. 

Shoulder in - another lateral movement to be ridden along the fence. Using the corner of a 10m circle to 

prepare the bend and suppleness, ask the horse to travel down the long side with his hind legs on the track. 

Bring the shoulders slightly onto the inside by using your inside leg to push the horse into your outside rein 

and asking the horse to step from inside hind leg towards outside fore leg, keeping a 30 ͦ angle to the fence 

with no more bend in the neck than through the rest of the body. 

Counter canter - being able to change the rein in canter without changing legs, therefore cantering around 

the arena with the outside front leg leading. To do this, as you change the rein you must keep supporting the 

canter with the correct aids and in a good balance. 

Simple change - to change legs in the canter by making a simple canter  walk  canter transition. Needs 

to be able to ride a collected canter to be able to make the transition. 

Rein back - from halt - aske the horse to step backwards in a straight line keeping him stepping in even 

diagonal pairs. Lower leg back to support/guide the straightness. Ask with a level resisting contact. 

Turn on hind ¼ - making a turn with the horse describing a small circle with hind legs and a bigger circle with 

fore legs. Looking in the direction of movement. Hind legs must not cross. 

 

4. a. Trot poles - 4ft or 1.2m 

b. Canter poles - 9-12ft or 2.7-3.3m 

c. 5 stride related - 72ft or 22m 

d. 1 stride double - 24ft or 7.5m 

e. treble - 24ft or 7.5m 36ft or 11m 

 

5. Dog leg is 2 jumps on a turn 

 
6. A bounce is 2 jumps at 12ft apart. The horse jumps the first fence and as the front feet touch the ground he 

immediately takes off to jump 2nd fence. 

 

7. Training aids  

a. - Lungeing - side reins, pessoa, bungee, chambon 

b. - Riding - draw reins, martingales, de gogue, Market Harborough, bungee 

 



8. Dressage position - sit in the centre of the saddle with weight evenly on each seat bone. Sit tall and straight 

with shoulders back, hands in front with bent elbows. Look straight forwards. Legs hanging down from hips 

with toes facing forwards. Straight line from shoulder  hip  heel and elbow  hand  bit. 

9. Jumping position - shorten stirrups. Close the angle at hip/knee/ankle, weight into heel, toes turned out 

slightly. Lighter seat with shoulders slightly in front of hips. Head up looking forward. Hands in front of you 

with bent elbows. Back straight but able to fold forwards from your hips.  

 
 

10. A horse on the bit should have a light contact from the bit to the rider's hands, without ducking behind or 

leaning on the rein. It should be in front of the leg, you give an aid and the horse gives an immediate and 

positive response. 


